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Less monarchs in Pacific Grove than last year
(PACIFIC GROVE, Calif.) – The monarchs have returned to Pacific Grove’s
Monarch Sanctuary for the 2015-2016 winter season, but in fewer numbers.

More than 24,000 monarchs were observed during last year’s Thanksgiving
count, which observes monarchs at a number of Monterey County locations.
This year, just over 11,000 butterflies were recorded by volunteers with the
Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History - less than half from the year before.

That doesn’t mean their population has declined, however, only that they aren’t
making it easy to be counted. According to the Xerces Society, a nonprofit
organization that protects wildlife through the conservation of invertebrates and their habitat, monarch
populations might be seeing a small increase, but in other areas, such as north of Santa Cruz and new
locations found in Marin County, where more than 10,000 monarchs were recently counted.

“We’re happy that numbers seem to be higher at some of the northern California sites that have been
surveyed, but monarch populations have not yet recovered in the western U.S,” said Sarina Jepsen in a
recent news release. Jepsen is director of the Xerces Society’s endangered species program.

Allison Watson, education programs manager with the Museum, said there are a number of ways to
help western monarchs as they travel their migratory route. Planting milkweed is recommended for
areas more than 10 miles from an overwintering site.

“In the Monterey Peninsula, people can help monarchs by planting native flowers,” Watson said. “This
not only helps monarchs dealing with summer habitat loss, but also helps with climate change by taking
more carbon out of our atmosphere.”

While this year’s numbers are lower than the year before, they are closer to the 2013-2014 Thanksgiving
count, which recorded approximately 13,420 monarchs in Monterey County. The year before that, a
total of 10,790 were recorded. For more information, visit the Museum’s website at
http://www.pgmuseum.org/monarchcounts.
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